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But first…
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What % of Americans think global warming is happening? 
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What % of Americans think global warming is happening? 
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What % of Americans think global warming will harm them personally? 
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Question? 
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What % of Americans support funding renewable energy research? 
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Burning fossil fuels

More CO2 in
the atmosphere

Temperature rises

Climate change: keeping it simple
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World Heart Federation (2019)
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Climate change: why it’s serious
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Health impacts
(a sampling…via Dr. Howard Frumkin)
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HEAT  Heat stress, cardiovascular 
failure, ↓ work capacity

SEA LEVEL RISE AND 
SEVERE WEATHER  Injuries, fatalities

AIR POLLUTION  Asthma, cardiovascular 
disease

ALLERGIES  Resp allergies, poison ivy

CHEMICAL EXPOSURES  Toxicity

VECTOR-BORNE DISEASES 
Malaria, dengue, hantavirus, 
encephalitis, Rift Valley 
fever

WATER-BORNE DISEASES  Cholera, cryptosporidiosis, 
campylobacter, leptospirosis

WATER AND FOOD SUPPLY  Malnutrition, diarrhea, 
harmful algal blooms

MENTAL HEALTH  Anxiety, post-traumatic 
stress, depression, despair

RESOURCE SCARCITY AND 
HABITAT LOSS  Forced migration, civil 

conflict
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LESS HEART DISEASE

BETTER MENTAL HEALTH

LESS LUNG DISEASE

LESS CANCER

HEALTHIER CHILD DEVELOPMENT

FEWER INJURIES

LESS INFECTIOUS DISEASE

CLEAN 
ENERGY

HEALTHY, 
SUSTAINABLE 

DIETS

WELL-
DESIGNED 
CITIES

Health impacts…and their solutions
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Solutions: see drawdown.org for 100 of them!
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Connecting with others: Voice

Connecting with others

Who is the audience?

Who is a trusted messenger?

How can I personalize that message?

(Localize…) 
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How many smartphones could have been charged yesterday?
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Connecting with others: Venue

Connecting with others

On what medium is the conversation taking place?

Is this environment conducive to what you need? 

Consider the differences: in person vs. social media…
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Connecting with others: Values
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Connecting with others: Values

Connecting with others

Nate Adams: why heat pumps are like the fight club…
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Connecting with others: Values

Connecting with others

Nate Adams: why heat pumps are like the fight club… Dr. Katharine Hayhoe, Texas Tech Univ. 
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Connecting your path: just one example
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High school: “I want to solve problems, not sit in classrooms…”
College chemistry: “I want to work in nature, not in a chem lab…”
Summer ecology job: “I want to study climate change, not be affected by it…”

End of Geosciences major: “How can I translate this science more broadly?”
Science communication job: “How can I walk the talk on solutions?” 
Town Climate Action Plan work: “How can I broaden my impact?” 

Connecting your path: just one example
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Connecting your path: a few lessons learned

Connecting your path

Grades don’t define you. 

Don’t just do something, stand there!

With some opportunities, it only takes one...  
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Thank you! 
watkin@mit.edu
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